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Enterprise Content Management - A Business and Technical GuideBritish Informatics Society Ltd, 2011

	Information is the lifeblood of knowledge, the flotsam of events and perspectives
	created in every second of history. There is so much to capture and yet so little
	time and so few resources to make sense of it all. Just as we get tantalisingly
	close, the holy grail of true knowledge slips further over the horizon.


	To capture...
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Game and Graphics Programming for iOS and Android with OpenGL ES 2.0 (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2012

	WELCOME TO Game and Graphics Programming for iOS and Android with OpenGL ES 2.0. This book is not your usual “OpenGL Hello Triangle” book — it’s not meant to explain the “why” (Google is there for that), but rather, to show you the “how.” This book will strictly teach you...
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Guarding Your Business: A Management Approach to Security (Modern Approaches in Geophysics)Springer, 2004

	Guarding Your Business outlines the organizational elements that must be in place to protect the information and physical assets of typical businesses and organizations. The book recognizes the need for an architecture integrated within the organizational environment for systematic protection. Such an architecture is offered...
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Uninsured in America: Life and Death in the Land of OpportunityUniversity of California Press, 2005
Reaching beyond statistics and prevalent assumptions, Uninsured in America goes to the heart of why more than forty million Americans are falling through the cracks in the health care system, and what it means for society as a whole when so many people suffer the consequences of inadequate medical care. Based on interviews with 120 uninsured men...
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Accounting Information SystemsSouth-Western College, 2008

	The sixth edition of ACCOUNTING INFORMATION SYSTEMS provides thorough and up-to-date coverage of accounting information systems and related technologies. It features an early presentation of transaction cycles, as well as an emphasis on ethics, fraud, and the modern manufacturing environment. The book focuses on the needs and responsibilities...
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The H.264 Advanced Video Compression StandardJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	H.264 Advanced Video Coding or MPEG-4 Part 10 is fundamental to a growing range of markets such as high definition broadcasting, internet video sharing, mobile video and digital surveillance. This book reflects the growing importance and implementation of H.264 video technology. Offering a detailed overview of the system, it explains the...
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Social Media for WordPress: Build Communities, Engage Members and Promote Your SitePackt Publishing, 2012


	The decision to write a book about this content management system was an easy one. At the time of this writing, WordPress powers more than 15 percent of all websites online. That's a considerable bite out of the Internet. Unfortunately, that also meant a lot of books had already been published on WordPress. After a couple of weeks, mulling...
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The Art of SportPrentice Hall, 2003
The Art of Sport is a book about sport, but not only this: it is also a book about the beauty, the unexpected, the grace, the anguish, the triumph and the pain of sport.

In this collection, Reuters photographers have captured the significance of moments in time. More often than not the photograph needs no caption: it tells its own story...
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Cloud Data Centers and Cost Modeling: A Complete Guide To Planning, Designing and Building a Cloud Data CenterMorgan Kaufmann, 2015

	Cloud Data Centers and Cost Modeling establishes a framework for strategic decision-makers to facilitate the development of cloud data centers. Just as building a house requires a clear understanding of the blueprints, architecture, and costs of the project; building a cloud-based data center requires similar knowledge. The authors...
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Bookkeeping For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006

	Accurate and complete bookkeeping is crucial to any business owner, but it’s also important to those who work with the business, such as investors, financial institutions, and employees. People both inside and outside the business all depend on a bookkeeper’s accurate recordings.


	Bookkeeping For Dummies provides...
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Financial Accounting: An Integrated Statements ApproachSouth-Western College, 2006

	Duchac, Reeve, Warren provides an effective new approach to help accounting majors and business students learn and understand financial accounting. The text introduces an integrated financial statements framework that clearly illustrates the inter-relationships between the cash flow statement, income statement and the balance sheet. This...
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The Book of Nero 7: CD and DVD Burning Made EasyNo Starch Press, 2006
Ahead Software's Nero program is the most popular CD and DVD burning software in the world. While it seems like it should be easy to burn CDs and DVDs, doing so can be much more complicated than it appears, and many users reach high frustration levels after burning multiple coasters that don't work.
This simple, task-oriented, step-by-step book...
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